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Disclaimer
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IMPORTANT: This document will change through the course of the platform development. Real World Coupon project reserves the 
right to change any information contained within this document at any time, without warning or further communication. The 
latest version should always be available at http://www.realworldcoupon.com. Please check for the latest version before 
making any decisions that may be impacted by the information. 
This is a business, product and high-level whitepaper setting out the current and future developments of Real World Coupon 
project. This paper is for information purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. Unless expressly specified 
otherwise, the products and innovations set out in this paper are currently under development and are not currently in 
deployment. Real World Coupon project makes no warranties or representations as to the successful development or 
implementation of such technologies and innovations, or achievement of any other activities noted in the paper, and 
disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent permitted by law.  
No person is entitled to rely on the contents of this paper or any inferences drawn from it, including in relation to 
any interactions with Real World Coupon project or the technologies mentioned in this paper. Real World Coupon project 
disclaims all liability for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from any 
person acting on any information and opinions relating to Real World Coupon project contained in this paper or any 
information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default or 
lack of care. 
RWC tokens should not be bought with the intention of short-term speculative investment. They should be bought because the 
buyer believes in Real World Coupon plans and a better way for the coupon economy to operate into the future. RWC tokens 
do not represent equity entitlement in Real World Coupon project. 
The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by Real World Coupon 
project to be reliable and is given in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees, representations are made with regard 
to the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information presented. It should not be relied upon, and shall not 
confer rights or remedies upon, you or any of your employees, creditors, holders of securities or other equity holders 
or any other person. Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of this paper and do not 
necessarily represent the opinion of Real World Coupon project. The opinions reflected herein may change without notice. 
Real World Coupon project does not have an obligation to amend, modify or update this paper or to otherwise notify a 
reader or recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate 
set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. 
Real World Coupon project founding members do not have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether 
by reason of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed 
or implied, arising out of, contained in or derived from or omission from this paper. Neither Real World Coupon project 
nor its advisors has independently verified any of the information, including the forecasts, prospects and projections 
contained in this paper. 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statements of facts made in this paper are accurate, all estimates, 
projections, forecasts, prospects, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments contained in this paper are based 
on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained and must not be 
construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur. Any plans, projections or forecasts 
mentioned in this paper may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation defects in technology 
developments, legal or regulatory exposure, market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the unavailability of 
complete and accurate information. 
Real World Coupon project may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this paper, however the inclusion of 
a link does not imply that Real World Coupon project endorses, recommends or approves any material on the linked page or 
accessible from it. Such linked websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. Real World Coupon project does not accept 
responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for consequences of its use. 
This paper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or 
resident of or located in any state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or 
use would be contrary to law or regulation. 
This paper is only available on http://www.realworldcoupon.com and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any 
other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Real World Coupon 
project. 
The manner of distributing this paper may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. Persons into whose 
possession this paper may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accessing this 
paper, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.



Problems in Crypto

Real World Coupon (RWC) team has identified several pain points 
in the current crypto space. With RWC project, we hope these 
issues can be alleviated or resolved completely.  

Issue #1: Most tokens are only use-able on one platform. 
Outside of that place, the token has no use case. 

Issue #2: Most crypto projects are run by a small team of 
developers. They lack professional service with marketing to 
properly promote their projects in various regions in the world. 

Issue #3: The concept of generating tokens on blockchains are 
still very foreign to outsiders. While this is widely accepted 
in crypto community, it is very hard to persuade outsiders to 
participating in crypto activities.
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Our Mission

Real World Coupon project aims to create world’s first high 
performance coupon economy that is accepted at various platforms 
to receive discounts on products and services.  

A decentralized and transparent coupon system that is accepted 
worldwide, with ever-expanding list of supporting partners, and 
even more creative use cases. This solves the first issue 
mentioned in previous page.  

RWC tokens are the coupons. 

RWC team has already formed partnerships with tier-1 crypto 
platforms to provide discount use cases through using RWC 
tokens. Our partners already include crypto wallets (banner 
discounts), crypto websites (ad discounts), crypto media (article 
discounts), promotion services (promotion discounts), white hat 
communities (smart contract audit discounts), and can even 
onboard centralized exchanges down the road for potential 
listing fee discounts. All these use cases will help crypto 
projects get the marketing and promotion efforts they need, at 
discounted pricing. This solves the second issue mentioned in 
previous page.
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In addition to crypto related discounts, RWC team is also 
establishing discount use cases in physical stores. We have 
already partnered with a boutique cake shop in Hangzhou, where 
Alibaba Inc headquarter is located. We will continue to find 
the right partners to offer discounts outside of the crypto 
community. This encourages RWC adoption in the real world, where 
people are already familiar and are using coupons on a daily 
basis. RWC will likely be the very first token that introduces 
crypto to mass audience. This solves the third issue mentioned 
in previous page. 
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Upgrade to Existing Coupon Model

RWC is the next generation of coupon.  

Traditionally, coupons whether in paper or electronic form, once 
it is presented by a customer to a merchant, it has served its 
purpose. The merchant will offer discount to the customer and 
proceed to rip apart the coupon, since it has no other use 
cases.  

But RWC is different, it can be used at various platforms for 
discounts. Once a merchant accepts RWC from a customer. The 
merchant can still use RWC at other platforms for discounts. 
Even if the merchant isn’t interested in any use case offered 
by RWC, he can still sell RWC at a crypto exchange and get 
value out of the sale.  

As time goes on, RWC will have more and more use cases at 
more and more platforms. The attractiveness of RWC should 
increase over time. 

RWC always carries value and should not be destroyed. 
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How It Works
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Coupons should be easily understood, and RWC is no exception. 
Below is a standard and simple template we require from our 
partners who offer discount use cases. 

     Spend ___ RWC tokens and get ___ % off on ___ ,  
     with ___ maximum deduction applies.  

Our partners can freely fill in the four blank spaces to 
customize discount use case on their platforms.  

We do recommend a range of relationship between RWC tokens and 
maximum deduction. Specifically, 100 RWC should translate to 
5~20 EOS maximum deduction. The actual currency unit can be 
determined by our partners, they can be in BTC, USD or other 
currencies. 

Maximum Deduction Range 

1 RWC = 0.05 ~ 0.2 EOS 

or 
100 RWC = 5 ~ 20 EOS



RWC has founding members across major continents, Asia, 
Australia, North America and Europe. We actively seek out 
quality platforms and invite them to become RWC partners. We 
also welcome platforms who wish to partner with RWC to write 
to us and propose discount use cases. Our email is: 
team@realworldcoupon.com. 

It is extremely rewarding for platforms to join RWC discount 
program. Upon partnership confirmation, our partner will begin 
to receive RWC token reward for the next 30 months, more 
details on this later. We will also actively promote our 
partners worldwide. They will also receive a full one page PDF 
to showcase their platform in the RWC full use case PDF 
document.  

RWC token will benefit from the increasing number of use cases. 
Crypto projects will benefit as the users of RWC tokens for 
discounts. Non-crypto users can use RWC for discounts in 
physical shops and begin to learn about the power of crypto 
tokens. The world will be a better place with RWC. 
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Platform Partners

As of mid April 2019, we have more than 10 partners confirmed 
to offer discounts through RWC. This makes RWC one of the most 
powerful tokens ever created. Current confirmed partners are: 

1. Meet.One. A top Chinese EOS wallet. Offering discount on 
wallet banners. (https://meet.one/) 

2. Paytomat. A top European multi-chain wallet and POS solution 
provider. (https://paytomat.com/) 

3. TokenPocket. Another top Chinese EOS wallet. Offering 
discount on wallet banners. (https://tokenpocket.pro/) 

4. BitPie. A top Chinese multi-chain wallet. Offering discount 
on wallet banners. (https://bitpie.com) 

5. Dapp.Review. A leading dApp ranking site. Offering discount 
on website banners. (https://dapp.review/) 

6. Moran. A premier crypto project promotion service, focused on 
China region promotion. Offering discount on tailored 
promotion package. (http://moran.link/) 

7. The EOS Writer. A top crypto media focused on EOS 
ecosystem. Offering discount on promotional articles. 
(https://eoswriter.io/)
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8. Latitude. A leading crypto project promotion service, focused 
on Australia region promotion. (https://latitude.services/) 

9. BlockToday. A top Korean crypto media. Offering discount on 
promotional articles. (https://blocktoday.io) 

10. Block Patch. A leading crypto project promotion service, 
focused on Korea region promotion. (https://blockpatch.kr/) 

11. Hacken. A top European white hat community. Offering 
discounts on smart contract audit and other white hat 
services. (https://hacken.io) 

12. The Cake Shop. A boutique cake shop based in Hangzhou, with 
pastry chefs earning degrees in French culinary school.  

We expect the number of partners to grow, and hope to have 
over 50 use cases by end of 2019.  
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Token Economy
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RWC Distribution:  

45% Use Case Partners. To be distributed to partners who offers 
discount use cases. 

5% Crypto Projects. To be distributed to crypto projects, a 
targeted user group of RWC.  

15% Marketing. For global promotion, including exchange liquidity.  

25% Founding Team. To be distributed to founding members.  

10% Overhead. For ongoing operating costs. 

10%

5%

15%

25%

45% Use Case Partners

Founding Team

Marketing

Crypto Projects
Overhead

Token Symbol: RWC 
Total Supply: 500,000,000 
Contract Address: realworldcpn 
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RWC token rewards are distributed over 30-month period. The 
total amount for each partner and member will be noted at the 
start of distribution, 1/6 of this amount will be distributed 
in the first 10 months. 2/6 will be distributed in the second 
10 months. The last 3/6 will be distributed in the last 10 
months.  

In addition to the expected 30-month distribution schedule. We 
encourage RWC recipients to hold on to RWC tokens. For those 
who maintain a balance over a certain threshold, there is an 
additional 1% monthly RWC interest on the balance. For those 
who sell too much RWC and misses the threshold, they will no 
longer receive full RWC distribution in the future months. 
Instead, they will received reduced RWC token reward.  

We believe this system will help RWC achieve long term success 
and avoid unwanted short term selling pressure. 

Token Economy
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Each founding member is eligible for up to 2% RWC total 
supply. The breakdown is: 0.2% automatic, 0.6% for each of 
the first 3 use case partnerships forged. These rewards will 
be distributed over 30-months in the following schedule, with 
threshold requirement.  

Founding member who fails to meet threshold requirement will 
receive reduced 8,000 RWC automatic reward and 20,000 
partnership reward per month going forward.

Token Economy founding members
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Advisors can earn 0.1% of RWC total supply for every 
partnership forged. Platforms that provide RWC use case can 
earn up to 0.6% of RWC total supply.  

Advisors miss threshold will receive reduced 4,000 RWC 
reduced. Use case platforms miss threshold1 will receive 
25,000 reduced RWC reward, miss threshold2 will receive 8,000 
reduced RWC reward.

Token Economy advisors and use case partners



Our Team

Peter Chen - Moran, Founder and CSO. 10 years of Wall Street  
         experience working at Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan.  

Yurii Olentir - Paytomat, CEO. Co-founder of Cryptogroup and 
          Co-founder of ITX Security Systems. 

Ben Sigman - Sense Chat, CTO. Founder of Suirrel and  
         Director of Technology at DNA.fund. 

Fred Nogueira - pixEOS, Founder and CEO. 

Hahn Ryu - EOS NodeOne, Founder. Co-founder of D.CAMP and 
        Founder of TEDxSeoul. 

Kenny Robert - The EOS Writer, Founder. 

Dmitriy Perelstein - The EOS Writer, Chief Editor.  
              Director of IDG TechNetwork. 
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Roadmap
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Q4 2018 

Feb 2019 

Mar 2019 

Apr 2019 

Q2 2019 

Q4 2019

Project PlanningQ 2 

Establish founding team and website 

Forge first partnerships 

Ongoing partnership formation 

First exchange listing 2 

Reach 50 partnering platforms 


